
CHAPTER - Ill 

Pre-Chaitanya Vaishnavism 

Before we trace the Pre-Chaitanya Vaishnavism in Midnapore, a general history of 
Vaishnavism is traced first in an all India perspective. The early antiquity of Vaishnavism, 
one of the oldest and most important religions of India, may be traced back to the Rig
Vedic periodi1). The name Vaishnavism is evidently derived from the cult hero Vishnu 12l. In 
this context we must note the observation of Prof. D.C. Sircar who writes "The Indian reli
gious life is characterised by the existence of a number of theistic religions, the votaries 
of a particular divinity worshipping him as the Supreme God. Thus Vishnu is greater than 
any other deity to the Vaishnavas ....... "13 i By analysing the Rigvedic passages the same 
scholar remarks : "It seems that we have in these passages a reference to the recitation 
or singing of Vishnu's birth story and his name. This would suggest that a mythology 
around the birth of Vaishnu was already developing and may lie at the root of the later 
growth of the birth story of Vasudeva Krishna identified with Vishnu"<4l. 

Further, from the same source, scholars have traced solar features in the personality 
of Vishnu and as such he is believed as one of the manifestations of the sun 15J. The 
Rigvedic solar deity Vishnu, later identified with Devaki-putra Krishna with whose deifica
tion Bhagavatism started<6l had two important aspects from the very beginning - first he 
was widely worshipped by the common masses of the Aryan population as a presiding 
deity of production and secondly, he was considered as a sun god by the people of the 
upper strata of Aryan society<7 l. These two aspects in one and the same god had often 
been found in ancient societies throughout the world. Thus Vishnu represented these two 
aspects simultaneously in the early Vedic society. Further, it is believed that " the protec
tor aspect' of Vishnu's personality which has been emphasised in the Vedic literature. is 
possibly derived from the sun god who is responsible for the vegetation and light in the 
universe. In the Rigveda, Vishnu appears to represent the sun's rays as the solar rays 181 

traverse the three regions of the universe within no time. He upholds the earth and the 
heaven"<9l. 

The three steps of Vishnu identified with the three elementary rays of thE· sun were 
later on associated with the Puranic legends of Vamana(10 l. Prof. Sircar is of the opinion 
that "the three strides of Vaishnu which no doubt formed the background of the puranic 
legend of Vamana ( an epithet of Vishnu in the Satapatha Brahmana) and Bali, as well as 
his highest place, are quite famous in the Rigveda. Vishnu, the unconquerable perserver, 
strode the three steps over this universe, thereby maintaining fixed ordinances ( dharmani). 
He is said to have three spaces associated with the three steps. Two of these spaces 

1. Sircar, D.C. (Ed.), The Bhakti cult and Ancient Indian Geography (Hence forth B.C.A.I.G.),pp.- 36-41. 
2. Das, H.C., Cultural Development in Orissa, p.-315. 
3. Sircar, D.C. (Ed.), Q.Q&i.L_, p.-36. 
4. JJllii. p.38. 
5. Gonda, J.,Vishnuism and Saivism - A comparison, p.-4. 
6. Sircar {Ed.), B.C.A.I.G., p.-26. 
7. Dandekar, R.N.,"Vishnu in the Vedas"in Prof. P.V. Kane Felicitation Volume, 1947, p.-951. 
8. "The solar rays are also described as the golden bird which was no other than Goruda closely associ

ated with Vishnu." (Das, Qli[!. p.-316). 
9. Das, Q.Q.&it., p.315. 
10. l.QJQ, p.316. 
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are called earthly, while the 'highest' of them is described as known to himself and visible 
only to the Suris ' like an eye fixed in the sky'. This Paramapada of Vishnu, where there 
was a well of honey is said to be a land (Pathas or Vastu) beyond ordinary mortal ken 
which man apprehends not, nor can the soaring winged birds pursue and in which gods 
rejoice and god seeking men delight. The Rigvedic poets pray that people may go to this 
blessed abode of Vishnu, where he himself dwells, inscrutable, to enjoy felicity. Hopkins 
thinks that the later popularity of the god lies in the importance of his Paramapada which 
is said to have been the home of departed spirits. In later times, Vishnu-pada became the 
goal of the spiritual aspirations of the devotees of that god and several places (usually on 
the top of hills) came to be styled Vishnupada".<11 l 

It is further believed that " he is the creator, the sustainer and the benefactor of the 
mankind. Thus Vishnu was already a god of no mean importance in the oldest stratum of 
the Rigveda. It is from this genus that he attains unqualified prominence in the Brahmanas 
and the Upanisads and ultimately becomes one of the chief gods of Hinduism".(12 l 

As Vaishnavism, the subject of our investigation, revolves round the supreme god 
Vishnu and his numerous manifestations, so an attempt is now made when and how 
Vaishnavism took roots in Bengal in general and in Midnapore, the special field of our 
study in particular. 

The worship of Vishnu in Bengal may be traced back to the 4th Century A.D. as it is 
evident from the Susunia rock inscription of Bankura where it is recorded that 
Chandravarma was a worshipper of Chakrasvamin (wielder of the discus). (13) Further the 
representation of the chakra on the wall is probably an indication that the cave was at the 
beginning a temple dedicated to Vishnu.(1 4

J Inscriptional references relating to the con
struction of temples dedicated to the different names of Vishnu viz, Govindasvamin, 
Varahasvamin, Kokamukhasvamin, Pradyunesvara and located in different area:: of Bengal 
throw sufficient light on the popularity of the god by the 5th Century A.0.<15l. 

Though the epigraphic records and the sculptural evidences indicate the popularity of 
Vaishnavism in South India from the early part of the Christian era, in Bengal it was not 
popular before the Gupta period. During the Gupta period it began to spread in Bengal 
and it found a strong footing during the Pala-Sena period.<16l Though the Palas and the 
early Senas were Buddhists and Saivas respectively, they supported the Vaishnavite 
unit. <171 The discovery of a large number of Vaishnu images of Pala-Sena period in Bengal 
clearly indicates the wide popularity of the cult. The usual representation of Vaishnu is as 
a standing figure with four hands holding his four well-known attributes - conch, chakra, 
.9.Q.Qa_and padma. 

Vishnu is also accompanied by his two wives Lakshmi and Saraswati, his vahana is 
Garuda. Sometimes Devi Vasumati and the two door keepers of Vaikuntha, Jaya and 
Vijaya, also appear.(1 8 l It is believed that it was Bengal Vaishnavism that systematised the 

11. Sicar, D.C., Religious Life in Ancient and Mediaeval India, pp. 2-3. 
12. Srivastava, V.C., Sun-worship in Ancient India, p.98. 
13. Sircar, D.C., Select Inscriptions, p.342. 
14. Majumdar (Ed.), History of Bengal, vol.-1, p.400. '~ £ NOV 2012 

Majumdar ,R.C., History of Ancient Bengal, p.510. 
15. Majumdar, HAB, pp.510-511. 
16. Ray. N.R., Bangalir ltihas (Adi-parva), 2nd Part, pp.632-634, 650, 652; 652 

Majumdar (Ed.), History of Bengal, Vol.-1. p.-402. 
17. Majumdar (Ed.), .QJ;1Ql., Vol- 1, p.401. 
18. J..till!, p.403. 2410lj 
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theory of avataras. Jaydeva, the court poet of Lakshman Sena, mentions a list of ten in
carnations of Vishnu - Matsya, Kurma, Varaha, Narasimha, Vamana, Rama (Dasarathi), 
Parasu (rama), Bala (rama), Buddha and Kalki.'19 l A few images representing the ten 
avataras together have been found in Bengal '20) and separate images except Buddha and 
Kalki have also been unearthed in Bengal (21 l. The ten avataras together are found in
scribed on some Vaishnu-pattas or Vaishnu-slabs discovered in different places of North 
Bengal and East Bengal'22l. In the images of the Varaha avatara, usually the head alone is 
that of a boar, the rest being a human figure '23l. The Varaha incarnation became popular 
between the tenth and the twelfth centuries A.D. Varaha images of these centuries have 
been unearthed from East Bengal, Burdwan and Murshidabad'24l. "In the image found at 
Silimpur (Bogra District) perhaps belonging to the 1Oth century A.D., the boar-head shown 
like a conch-shell placed side ways on the neck of the deity, and the earth goddess is 
placed on the left shoulder of the god, which is very unusual"'25

l. 

The fifth incarnation of Vishnu is Vamana (i.e. a dwarf Brahmin) and the reference to 
the worship of Vishnu in this form is made in the Bhagalpur Inscription of Narayana Pala 
(860 - 917) A.D.(26l A few images of Vamana incarnation have been found in Bengal'27 l. 

One type of Vamana image is depicted "with one foot raised heavenwards, above which 
is seated Brahma ; just to the proper left of its right leg planted firmly on the lotus ped
estal is carved of the scene of the grant by the demon king Bali to the Dwarf God, and 
on the pedestal below are placed the worshipping couple"'28l A rare specimen of separate 
sculpture of the Vamana incarnation having four arms accompanied by Sri and Pushthi on 
either side has been found at Purapara'29l. 

The fourth incarnation of Vishnu is Narasimha or Nrisimha (i.e. a man with a head of 
a lion) and the worship of Vishnu in this form became popular in Bengal during the rule 
of the Senas. The reference to the Narasimha incarnation occurs in the Sundarban Cop
per Plate Inscription of Lakshman Sena where he is described as Paramanarasimha{30

' It 
is also mentioned in Bhavadeva Bhatta's Bhuvanesvar Inscription (verse 21 )1311

. 

Besides the worship of images of different incarnations of Vaishnu, a new type of 
Vishnu images known as Lakshminarayana was introduced during the reign of the Senas. 
It is believed by Prof. N. R. Roy that the conception of this type of image and his worship 
were brought by the Sena kings to Bengal from South India, as the Sena~shipped 
Lakshminarayana as their tutelary deity (32l. 

One of the most notable developments of Bengal Vaishnavism of the 12th Century 
seems to be the clear exposition of the cult of the divine love of Krishna and Radha as 
depicted in the Gitagovinda of Jayadeva. The origin of this concept was of Bengal origin 

19. !blQ. 
20. Bhattasali, N.K., Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca 

Museum, p.80 ; Banerji, A.D., Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture, p.1 03; Paul, 
P.L., The Early History of Bengal, Vol. - 2, pp.92-93. 

21. Banerjee, A.D., QQ&j!, pp.103 ff; Majumdar, A.C. (Ed.) QQ.Jjl., Vol.-1, pp.435-437. 
22. Bhattasali, N.K., ~. pp.89f. 
23. Majumdar, HAB, p.541. 
24. Bhattasali, ~ .• pp.77-93. 
25. Majumdar, HAB, p.541. 
26. Bhattasali, ~. pp.77-93. 
27. Ulli1. 
28. Majumdar, R.C. (Ed.), Qlliil .. p.437. 
29. Majumdar, HAB, p.541. 
30. Maity, S.K. and Mukherjee, A.A., Corpus of Bengal Inscriptions, p.290. 
31. l!;lli:!. p. 353. 
32. Ray, N.R., .QQ,Qt, p.660. 
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as suggested by Prof. P.C. Bagchi (33l and Prof. N.R. Ray (34l. It is further to note that ' 
the innovation of Radha as the Sakti of Krishna is indicative of the growing influence of 
Saktism in the Pala-Sena period. It also points to the time-honoured belief of the masses, 
whether Hindu or Buddhist, that the Supreme reality can only be attained through the 
Sakti of each divinity'.(35 l The other noteworthy feature of Bengal Vaishnavism is the influ
ence of Mahayana Buddhism on Vishnu images (36l. 

The .!.i.@_of Radha Krishna written in Sanskrit sung by Vaishnava poet Jayadeva in the 
12th Century, was also the subject matter of the later Vaishnava poets Chandidas (2nd 
half of the 15th Century poet) and Vidyapati (from the 2nd half of the 15th century to the 
2nd half of the 16th century). The old biographers of Sri Chaitanya tell us that Chaitanya 
liked to hear the songs on Krishna especially the songs of Jayadeva, Chandidas and 
Vidyapati (37 l. 

In the Pre-Chaitanya period the Vaishnava religion flowed in the channels according to 
the ways and views of some prominent Vaishnava leaders. They were divided into many 
sects among which four became prominent. These are Shree, Brahma, Rudra and Sanak 
Sampraday (Sects). These sects set up many maths and temples in many places of India 
and took important roles in propagating Vaishnavism in the Pre-Chaitanya Era.(38

l 

A brief account of these sects is stated below 
i) Shree Sampraday : Acharya Ramanuja Swami was the founder of the Shree Sect. 
He was born in a Brahmana family in Madras Province in 1017 Century A.D. He was initi
ated into Vaishnavism and became an ascetic. The tireless endeavour of Rarvmuja and 
his disciples succeeded in establishing the pre-dominance of Ramanuja Sect in India 
from the Himalayas to Kanyakumarika(39l. Ramanuja was the celebrated author of 
Sribhasva and the organiser of a party of seventy-four spiritual leaders who preached 
Visistadvaitavada(40l. The worshipping deities of this sect are Laxmi-Narayana and Rama
Sita. They have two sub-sects - Achari and Ramanandi. The Acharies strictly adhere to 
the views of Ramanuja . The Ramanandies worship Rama-Sita. They maintain no caste 
distinction. The disciples are low-class and low-caste people like, weavers, fishers, etc. 
The temples of this sect exist in Midnapore district, at village Naraharipur of P.S. 
Chandrakona, and at village Bahiri of P.S. Contai. In the Baramath of Bahiri Rama-Sita 
and other deities have been being worshipped. On enquiry we are able to know that these 
maths were established about 350-400 years ago. Though the activities of the temples 
and monasteries are on the decline, their worn-out condition bear ample evidence of their 
past glory and prosperity. It can be well reported that the Shree Sampraday spread 
Vaishnavism so much that no other sect was able to do so. 

ii) Brahma Sect : Madhwacharya, founder of the Brahma Sampraday, was born in a 
Brahmana family in the Decan towards the close of the 11th Century A.D. He set up the 
idol of Sri Krishna at Udipi. As per legend, it is the first idol. Arjuna first set up it at 
Dwaraka. It is said that Madhwacharya lifted it from a merchant's boat sunk in water. It is 

33. Majumdar (Ed.), ~ .. p.404. 
34. Ray, N.R., ~. p.662. 
35. Maity, P.K., Historical Studies in the Cult of the Goddess Manasa, p.58. 
36. Majumdar (Ed.), ~ pp.433 f ; Ray, N.R. QQ&it., pp.619, 660. 
37. Sen, Sukumar, History of Bengali Literature, p. 72. 
38. Tatta Vachaspati, Madhusudan, Gaudiva Vaishnava ltihas (Vaishnava Bibriti), pp. 121-144, 

Das, Haridas, Sri Sri Gaudiva Vaishnava Sahitva, pp.?-12, Das, Gobardhan (Ed.) 
Brajadham-0-Acharva-gana, Voi.-IV, pp. 101-368. 

39. Tatta, Vachaspati, Madhusudan, ~. pp.121-129. 
40. Chakraborty, R.K., Vaishnavism in Bengal p.6. 
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the idol of Baby Krishna and without the image of Radha. So the worshipping deity of this 
sect was Krishna. But at present the united images of Radha-Krishna have been added. 
The limitation of this sect is that none but a Brahmana is allowed to be an initiating pre
ceptor. Lord Chaitanya was a follower of this sect and he did away with the limitation by 
abolishing the caste barriers (41 i. There are some maths and temples of this sect in our 
district. These are situated at Moynadal of P.S. Panskura, at Cantai Baramath and 
Chatomath of P.S. Contai, at Kyagedia of P.S. Daspur, at Lawa of P.S. Pataspur. The 
worshipping deity of the temple of Lawa are the stone statue of Brajakishore Jiu, the 
brass statue of Radharani and the wooden images of Gour and Nitai. From Mahanta's 
statements it is known that these temples and maths were set up more than three hun

dred years ago. 

iii) Rudra Sect : The Acharya of this sect was Vaishnaswami. As he was the disciple of 
Rudradeva, the sect has been named after him. The deity of this sect was Balgopala 
(child-Krishna). He was a Brahmana ascetic, but he made no disciple except Brahmin. 

But his disciple in succession, Ballavacharya spread this religion. So it is also called 
Ballavachary. He was born in 1479 century A.D. Towards the beginning of the 16th cen
tury, this sect started worshipping conjugal images of Radha-Krishna and observing festi
vals of Janmastami, Rathyatra, Rasyatra etc. Ballavacharya met Sri Chaitanya at Prayag 
and led his last life at Nilachal as his follower. According to the norms of this sect, there 
is no need for physical strain in worshipping Krishna. He could be duly adored even in 
the midst of physical comfort and material affluence. Traders and Sarnabaniks became 
their disciples. We have not traced any temple of this sect in Midnapore district. 

iv) Sanaka Sect : The originator of this sect was Nimbarka Swami. The followers of this 
sect worshipped Sri Krishna at first but now they worship the combined images of Radha
Krishna. Srimad Bhagabat is their main scripture. This sect regards Jayadeva as one of 
its guru(42l. As Nimbarka Swami was born somewhere near Vrindabana in the first half of 
15th century, he preached his religion in the post Chaitanya Era. The shrines of this sect 
are found at Baikunthapur village under Daspur P.S. and at Bahiri village of Contai P.S. 
These maths and temples are about 300-400 years old. So we can safely guess their ac
tivities and influence in the past. 

So, we see the maths and temples of the three sects where are held Krishna-worship 
and other Vaishnava festivals. But as these sects strictly adhere to hard and fast rules in 
the matters of worship and Sadhan Bhajan, these are not pcpular with the masses. 

The prevalence of Vaishnavism in Midnapore, the special field of our study, can be 
well proved from the discovery of a number of images from different places of Midnapore. 
Besides, a chart, shown at the end of this chapter may confirm our statement. We are 
citing here a few descriptions according to the priority of dates of these images which 
vary from the 7th to the 12th century A.D. 

The early specimen is a mutilated four armed Vishnu image on a lime-stone plaque of 
the 7th century A.D. or of the earlier period found from Tilda (P.S. Sabang). On the lower 
left hand of the image there is either a Goda-purusha or a Goda-devi and the other hands 
are mutilated.(43i Almost a similar Vishnu image on a slate-stone plaque has been found at 
Amdabad (P.S. Nandigram) while digging a pond.(44

; Two mutilated slate-stone plaques 

41. Tatta Vachaspati, Madhusudan, QQ&il. pp.129-133. 
42. Chakraborty,R.K., QQ&ll. p.7. 
43. Medini Sanskriti, 1st year, 1363 B.S., p.20. 
44. Ghatak, A.C., Nandigram ltibritta, p.68. 
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bearing Vishnu image of the 7th-8th centuries A.D. have been found in the village Panna 
(P.S. Ghata1).<45l The Asutosh Museum (Calcutta University) preserves two undamaged 
plaques of slate-stone bearing Vishnu image of the same period collected from Tamluk 
Sub-division (T.3079 and T.3688) which, owing to artistic excellence, has been praised by 
scholars<46 l. 

Besides the depiction of Vishnu on plaques, there are stone images of Vishnu. In the 
temple of Yishnu-Hari popularly known as harirmandir. At Tamluk town there are two 
standing images of Vishnu lying side by side and are being worshipped as Krishna and 

Arjuna as per currency of a legend which runs accordingly (thus). 

Once Arjuna, the third Pandava was defeated by Mayuradhwaja (some say by his son 
Tamradhwaja), the ruler of Tamralipta Kingdom. The occasion came when Mayuradhwaja 
challenged the Pandavas by arresting the horse of their Asvamedha sacrifice. Both Arjuna 
and Krishna were very much pleased to see the valour of Mayuradhwaja and as a result 
of intervention of Krishna both Arjuna and Mayuradhwaja became friends to each other. 
As a mark of this friendship Mayuradhwaja made the images of Krishna and Arjuna and 
installed them by constructing a temple known as Yishnu-Hari at Tamluk (ancient 
Tamralipta). The original temple built by the king was throughly destroyed by the high tidal 
flow of the Rupnarayana. After the demolition of that original temple, the present temple on 
the same spot was constructed by a woman belonging to Goala (cowherd) caste<47 l. This 
dilapidated temple, founded about five thousand and fifty years back, has been recently 
repaired. Now in place of the image of Krishna and Arjuna, two ancient Vishnu images are 
noticed - the left one may be dated to the ninth century A.D. and the right one may be 
dated to the eleventh century A.D. The left one holds a conch-shell and a wheel in his 
right hands and a club and a lotus in his left hands. The image is adorned with an elabo
rated jewellary namely earrings, necklace, armlets, etc. He also wears a 'tiara' on the 
forehead and a Yngopabita (sacred thread). The right one holds a club and a lotus in his 
right hands and conch-shell and a lotus in his left hands. Celestial expression on the 
faces of both the images are very prominent. Daily worship is performed in the temple 

A four-armed Vishnu image belonging to the 11th to 12th centuries A.D. and lying un 
der a tree at Srigauri (P.S. Nandigram) is regularly worshipped (48!. Under the same Police 
station a mutilated stone image of Vishnu housed in a Barhmin family of Nadapur village 
is regularly worshipped along with other deities everyday <49 l. This specimen belongs to 
the Pala period. In the village Kalyanchak (P.S. Mahishadal) there is a large stone image 
of Vishnu belonging to the early Pala period under a Tamarind tree where the deity is 
regularly worshipped daily<soJ_ A Vishnu image of the touchstone of the 11th century 
A.D. in the temple of Jhilengeswari at Syamsundarpur (P.S. Tamluk) is regularly 
worshipped <51 l. The Asutosh Museum preserves a four armed mutilated Vishnu head 
(T. 2059) collected from Tamluk town area <52 l. 

The Asutosh Museum possesses a rare variety of Vishnu - Lokesvara image of the 
9th century A.D. from Pathra, a village of great archaeological importance, 12 K.M. away 

45. Medini Sanskriti, 1st Year, 1363 B.S., p.21. 
46. l..Ql.Q, p.20. 
47. Maity, P.K., Tamralipta - Tamluker Samaj - 0 - Sanskriti, p.91. 
48. Ghatak, A.C., Ql2.&il., p.68. 
49. Jana, Y, Brihattara Tamralipter ltihas, p.245. 
50 . 1.!llil.. 
51. JJllii. 
52. Medini Sanskriti, 1st year, 1363 B.S., p.22. 
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from the district headquarters of Midnapore which lies on the bed of Kangsabati. The el
egantly carved image in sand stone about 2 ft. - 2 inch. in height and 1 ft. 2 inch. in width 
standing in the Samapada Sthanaka pose on a double petalled lotus under a canopy of 
seven snake hoods, identified with Adisesha, Vishnu's attendant, is 'one of the most inter
esting varieties of such images both from the point of view of its artistic excellence and 
its iconographic importance. The figure has four hands, the upper right and left hands hold 
two doubled petalled lotuses or Nilotpalas by their stalks, on the pericarps of which are 
depicted respectively a wheel (chakra) and a manuscript (pustaka). The lower left hand 
holds a conchshell (Sankha) and a fruit on its lower right palm (Sic.) The central figure is 
tastefully decorated with the usual ornaments ................ what is very important is the fact 
that a Dhyani Amitabha like figure is placed just above the central snakehood, and a six 
handed dancing figure of Siva which may be identified with Nataraja is depicted in the 
middle of the pedestal below"t53 l. 

Thus from the above discussion it may be concluded with certainty that Vaishnavism 
found a footing in Midnapore since the 7th Century A.D. as it is evident from the discov
ery of Vishnu images carved on stone plaques and on stone.(54l 

53. Folklore, Voi.-IV, No.-3,March, 1963,Calcutta, pp.-88-89. 
54. This following chart is prepared by personal investigation and with the help of the following books -

Roy,Pranab Medinipur Jelar Pratna-sampad, W.B.1986, Santra, Tarapada, Purakirti Samiksha Medinipur, 
W.B., 1987 ,Dirghangi, K., Chandrakona Sangrahasala and from Tamralipta MuseurTo and Research Cen
tre. 
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CHART 

$1. Location/ Police Station Image Approximate Preserved Place 
No. Village period 

01. Alangiri Egra A mutilated stone 12th to 13th C In the Siva temple 
image of Vishnu. of Bhairavnath. 

02. Egra Egra An image of Vishnu In the Pala-Sena In the Hatnagar Siva 
holding cench, lotus period. temple. 
and club. 

03. Kiarchand Kesiary A headless Vishnu Ancient. ------
image of stone. 

04. Kultikri Kesiary Vishnu image of Ancient. Royal palace of 
stone. kultikri. 

05. Matnagar Kesiary Two Vishnu images of Ancient. Under the banyan 
stone. tree of this village. 

06. Gonsaibazar Chandrakona A mutilated image of Ancient. In the house of Sri 
Vishnu. Radharaman Singh a, 

a renowned man. 

07. Town Chandrakona A fragmentary image Circa II century Chandrakona 
of Vishnu. A.D. Museum. 

08. Town Chandrakona An image of Garuda Circa 15th cen- Chandrakona 
made of stone. tury A.D. fv1useum. 

09. Town Chandrakona A fragmentary image Circa 1Oth to 11th Chandrakona 
of Vishnu made of century A.D. Museum. 
stone. I Chandrakona 

··-

10. Town A fragmentary image Circa 12th centry Chandrakona 
of Vishnu made of A.D. Museum. 
stone. 

-
11. Town Chandrakona A fragmentary image Ancient. Chandrakona 

of Krishna made of Museum. 
stone (collected from 
the Silabati). 

12 Jharagram Jharagram Lokeswar Vishnu Very old. In the temple of 
image. Sabitridevi. 

13. Tamluk Town Tamluk Two images of Vishnu Sena period. In the temple of 
Hari (Vishnu). Vishnu. 

14. Bainchbere Tamluk A stone image of 12th century In the temple of this 
Vishnu. A.D. Village. 

15. Syamsundarpur Tamluk A Vishnu image of 11th century A.D. In the temple of 
touch stone. . Jhilengeswari. 

16. Tamluk Town Tamluk A four armed muti- Ancient. Asuthosh Museum. 
lated Vishnuhead. 

17. Ksheput Daspur A Vishnu image of Sena Period In the temple of 
stone Kshipteswari. 

18 Ksheput Daspur A Vishnu 1mage of Pala-Sena Period. Beside the Siva 
touch stone. temple of Kalind1 Roy. 
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Chart cant d ... 

Sl. Location/ Police Station Image Approximate Preserved Place 
No. Village 

19. Reyapara Nandigram A stone image of Pala-Sena period. In the temple of 
Vishnu. Maharudra Sidhi-

nath Jiu. 

20. Srigauri Nandigram A four armed Vishnu 11th-12th cen- under a tree of this 
image. tury A.D. village 

21. Nadapur Nandigram A mutilated stone im- Pala period. In a Brahmin family 
age of Vishnu. of this village. 

22. Kalyanchak Mahishadal A large stone image of In the early Pala Under a tamarind 
Vishnu. period. tree. 

23. Hirapari Narayangar A Vishnu image of 11th 12th century Under a tree of this 
stone. A.D. village. 

24. Deuli Narayangar A multilated Vishnu 12th to 13th cen- Under a tree of the 
head. tury A.D. village. 

25. Barisa Pingla Two Vishnu images 10th century A.D. In the Bhattacharya 
of stone. family of this 

village 

26. Guaberia Sutahata. Three Vishnu images Sena period In the ternl)ld of 
of touch stone hold- these images at 
ing conch, lotus, club this village. 
and wheel. They are 
named as Madhab, 
Nilmadhab and Sagar 
Madhab. 

27 Sa bang. Saban g. A Vishnu image of 12th to 13th cen- On the bank of the 
I stone. tury A.D. river Kopalswan 
I near the temple of 

Syamchand. 

28. Pathra Midnapore An image of Vishnu 9th century A.D. Asutosh Museum. 
Lokeswara. 

29. Tilda Sabang A Vishnu image on Ancient. -do-
stone plaque. 

30. Nandigram Amdabad A Vishnu image on Ancient. -do-
stone plaque. 

31. Ghatal Panna Two Vishnu images on 7th-8th Centuries -do-
stone plaques. A.D. 

32. Tamluk Tamluk Two Vishnu images on -do- -do-
stone plaques. 

*** 
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